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1.

1. Your contact details
First name

Stephen

Last name

Mackie

Organisation (if responding on behalf of an organisation)

Painters /Decorators

3. Please indicate who you represent:

Business or occupational licence holder

4. Which business or occupational licence(s) do you hold or are you affected by?

PRB 1336 Contractor

5. How do these business or occupational licences affect you and what suggestions do you have to
improve them?

Unfair fee structure 
After the change from ACT 1962, and grouped in with Building commission the one size fitts all dosent work
The PRB although not perfect was 100 times better than the Crock of Shit we Now have in its Place 
This Building commission Act is consumer based and does nothing for our Trade (painting ) as there is no 
inspectors with our Trade Qualification or Experience To adjudicate in a disputes 
With the unregistered threshold being increased from $200 to $1000 a project There is no way this can be
Policed.The result being at least 1000 -1500 if not more persons benefiting by not having to be Registered 
and not liable to the current Registration laws 
If it is deemed necessary for a registration of our Trade Then why not all Trades that operate in the Building
and construction industries

6. Are there aspects of the business and occupational licensing arrangements that affect you that are
working well?

No", this licensing has done nothing but cause more problems than there ever was 
Very poorly thought through, and not likely that it could be rectified in its current form
It is Discriminatory in its Present Form

7. Do you have any other comments?

I could Write a Book about What is Wrong with this Registration Act and the Building Commission as i said 
IS A COMPLEAT CROCK OF Shit and a wast of time ,
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